
Unfortunately, one of the only certainties in life is death, and while we all

know this to be true, it certainly doesn't make it any easier.

The Grief Handbook provides guidance from someone who has been there

— after Bridget suddenly lost her mum she found herself struggling to

navigate the unknown landscape of grief. Bridget's experience taught her

the importance of self-compassion and communicating your needs.

Whether for yourself or a loved one, this guide offers clear support for the

early days when nothing seems clear. There is no "one size fits all"

approach when it comes to grief, but this book can provide a helping

hand.

The practical tools range from your "laundry list" of bare essentials for the

early days, to a grief first-aid kit with coping strategies, to interactive

space for journaling and making the handbook bespoke to the reader.

This is for those who are grieving: an honest exploration into the worst

thing that can happen to you. 
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The first grief handbook to provide

both personal experience of loss and

expert guidance, for navigating the

challenges of bereavement.

A unique mix of self-help book and

interactive journal that allows readers

to move through their own individual

grief journey. 

Clinically grounded advice from

psychologists and bereavement

experts to help the reader build

emotional resilience and come to

terms with their loss. 
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KEY INFORMATION

Bridget McNulty is living with Type 1

diabetes, and is the co-founder of

Sweet Life, South Africa’s largest

online diabetes community.

You can find examples of Bridget's

writing and more general

information over on her website

She has featured on various news

sites such as News 24 and SABC
News for her work with diabetes

Bridget previously published a

wonderful fiction novel, Strange
Nervous Laughter, which you can

find out more about here
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